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The Logic of Public Action

• Combination of
• State policies 

• Supported by state capacities
• Private action

• Pro-social behaviour
• Compliance

• The latter has been especially clear during the pandemic
• Social distancing
• Vaccination
• Responsible use of state resources



Effective policy-making

• State capacities as the sinews of the state
• Fiscal 
• Legal
• Collective

• The origins of state capacity:
• Economics
• Politics
• Culture

• National emergency always part of the narrative
• Wars/military rivalries



Clustering



The War Story



Origins of state capacity

• View 1: Force Majeur (Leviathan)  
• the state is an institution which monopolizes the power to coerce
• the strength of the state rests on building coercive institutions

• force is the only solution to Hobbesian anarchy

• View 2: Social Contract
• The state is about creating a sense of voluntary compliance through a shared 

sense of obligation
• the strength of the state rests on inculcating a form of civic-mindedness

• cooperative norms/socialization are the solution to Hobbesian anarchy
• emphasizes the power/importance of civic culture/trust



Schematic Representation

Common Interests Economic PolicyState Capacities
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State capacity during the pandemic

• All three forms of state capacity essential
• Fiscal

• Generating resources
• Issuing debt
• Expensives Innovations 

• e.g. furlough program in UK
• Legal

• New forms of regulation
• Lockdown
• NPI’s

• Collective
• Vaccination programs
• Reorganizing health systems

• Reasonable conjecture that strong state capacity countries would fare better?
• Enable larger scale and more effective interventions



The Scale of the Intervention: UK as an 
Example
• Legal interventions

• Lock down measures

• Key economic support
• Coronovirus job retention scheme
• Loan support schemes
• Vaccine roll out



UK Examples: The Scale of the Furlough 
Program (Coronvirus Job Retention Scheme)



UK Examples: Loan Programs Backed by UK 
Government



UK Examples: Loan Programs Backed by UK 
Government



Vaccination



Cross-Country Patterns

• Did countries with greater state capacity also fair better in keeping 
mortality low?

• A little too early to tell
• But suggestive evidence that the answer could be yes.

• Look at distribution of excess mortality
• High versus low state capacity countries
• Averages by country



Looking at distributions



Does the pandemic conform?



What are we learning that is relevant for 
research and policy?
• The interplay of private and state action

• A cooperative relationship?
• Complements or substitutes?

• Limits to coercive power
• Government requires compliance

• The essence of state legitimacy
• Built on trust rather than coercion

• Something that we already understood to some degree
• E.g. literature on tax morale
• Jonathan Weigel’s field experiments in DRC

• Trust can be thought of as a key asset in building state capacity
• Some suggestive cross-country evidence
• Within-country UK evidence



Schematic Representation
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The link to trust



Trust in Government and Compliance

• Cumulative deaths and compliance with social distancing



UK survey evidence

• We use UK COVID-19 survey data from Five National Cohort Studies, with about 20,000 
participants interviewed in May 2020 and February/March 2021.



Distributional isses

• Covid created new forms of inequality
• Also accentuated existing inequalities

• Can the state mitigate these?
• Why does it matter?

• Moral arguments
• But could affect future state capacity building:

• Shapes trust and confidence
• Cohesion is important



The legacy

• Lessons from the aftermath of wars and crises
• Generally a mixed bag?
• Moments for making errors and as well as progress?

• Build back better?

• Refashioning the state
• Support programs, e.g. furlough and loan schemes
• Stronger reciprocal elements
• Reform of tax systems
• Stronger emphasis on robustness and resilience
• Reorganization of emergency protocols



From this crisis to the next: climate action

• All three kinds of state capacity needed
• Need for specialized capacities?

• Trust really important?
• Evidence from WVS



Concluding Comments

• Covid was a stress test for all forms of state capacity
• States with high state capacity appear to have mitigated impact of crisis
• But state capacity is also a proximate influence

• Reflecting conditions that enable state effectiveness
• Institutions 
• Cohesion
• Trust

• Need to focus on public action not just public policy!

• But these are also moments of reflection
• Appraising successes and failures
• Opportunities for reform?
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